This is the first in a series of papers on implementing a discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method as an open source MATLAB / GNU Octave toolbox. The intention of this ongoing project is to provide a rapid prototyping package for application development using DG methods. The implementation relies on fully vectorized matrix / vector operations and is carefully documented; in addition, a direct mapping between discretization terms and code routines is maintained throughout. The present work focuses on a two-dimensional time-dependent diffusion equation with space / time-varying coefficients. The spatial discretization is based on the local discontinuous Galerkin formulation. Approximations of orders zero through four based on orthogonal polynomials have been implemented; more spaces of arbitrary type and order can be easily accommodated by the code structure.
Introduction
The discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods first introduced in [1] for a hyperbolic equation started gaining in popularity with the appearance of techniques to deal with second order terms such as Laplace operators. Three different approaches to the discretization of second order terms are known in the literature. The oldest originates from the interior penalty (IP) methods introduced in the late 1970s and early 1980s for elliptic and parabolic equations (cf. [2] for an overview). The IP methods discretize the second order operators directly, similarly to the classical finite element method. To produce a stable scheme, however, they need additional stabilization terms in the discrete formulation.
In the most recent developments, staggered DG methods were proposed in which, in addition to element degrees of freedom, some discontinuous vertex [3] or edge / face [4] basis functions are employed.
In our MATLAB [5] / GNU Octave [6] implementation FESTUNG (Finite Element Simulation Toolbox for UNstructured Grids) available at [7] , we rely on the local discontinuous Galerkin (LDG) method first proposed in [8] and further developed in [9, 10] . The LDG scheme utilizes a mixed formulation in which each second order equation is replaced by two first order equations introducing in the process an auxiliary flux variable. As opposed to methods from the IP family the LDG method is also consistent for piecewise constant approximation spaces.
In developing this toolbox we pursue a number of goals:
1. Design a general-purpose software package using the DG method for a range of standard applications and provide this toolbox as a research and learning tool in the open source format (cf. [7] ). 2. Supply a well-documented, intuitive user-interface to ease adoption by a wider community of application and engineering professionals. 3. Relying on the vectorization capabilities of MATLAB / GNU Octave optimize the computational performance of the toolbox components and demonstrate these software development strategies.
Maintain throughout full compatibility with GNU Octave to support users of open source software.
The need for this kind of numerical tool appears to be very urgent right now. On the one hand, the DG methods take a significant amount of time to implement in a computationally efficient manner-this hinders wider adoption of this method in the science and engineering community in spite of the many advantages of this type of discretization. On the other hand, a number of performance optimizations, including multi-thread and GPU enhancements, combined with a user-friendly interface make MATLAB and GNU Octave ideal candidates for a general purpose toolbox simple enough to be used in students' projects but versatile enough to be employed by researchers and engineers to produce 'proof-of-concept' type applications and compute simple benchmarks. The proposed development is by no means intended as a replacement for the traditional programming languages (FORTRAN, C/C++) and parallelization libraries (MPI/OpenMP) in the area of application development. The idea is rather to speed up the application development cycle by utilizing the rapid prototyping potential of MATLAB / GNU Octave.
Overview of existing MATLAB / GNU Octave DG codes
The authors were unable to find published DG codes running in GNU Octave, and the number of DG codes using MATLAB is rather small: A MATLAB code for different IP discretizations of the one-dimensional Poisson equation can be found in [11] . In [12] , an IP implementation for the Poisson equation with homogeneous boundary conditions in two dimensions is presented. A few other (unpublished) DG MATLAB programs can be found online, mostly small educational codes.
A special mention in this context must go to the book of Hesthaven and Warburton [13] on nodal DG methods. A large number of classic systems of partial differential equations in one, two, and three space dimensions are covered by the collection of MATLAB codes accompanying the book. Most of the algorithms are time-explicit or matrix-free, but the assembly of a full system is also presented. The codes are available for download from [14] . The book and the codes also utilize the LDG framework for diffusion operators; however, the nodal basis functions used in that implementation differ in many important ways from orthonormal modal bases adopted in the present work.
None of the DG codes cited above use full vectorization in the assembly of global systems. A recent preprint [15] discusses the vectorized assembly in some detail for an implementation of the hybridizable DG method; however, no code has been provided either in the paper or as a separate download. A few MATLAB toolboxes for the classical finite element method exist in the literature that focus on computationally efficient application of vectorization techniques, such as iFEM [16] or p1afem [17] . The vectorized assembly of global matrices is also demonstrated in [18] for the case of linear continuous elements.
Structure of this article
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We introduce the model problem in the remainder of this section and describe its discretization using the LDG scheme in Sec. 2. Implementation specific details such as data structures, reformulation and assembly of matrix blocks, and performance studies follow in Sec. 3. All routines mentioned in this work are listed and documented in Sec. 4 . Some conclusions and an outlook of future work wrap up this publication.
Model problem
Let J ≔ (0, t end ) be a finite time interval and Ω ⊂ R 2 a polygonally bounded domain with boundary ∂Ω subdivided into Dirichlet ∂Ω D and Neumann ∂Ω N parts. We consider the diffusion equation
with space / time-varying coefficients d : J × Ω → R + and f : J × Ω → R. A prototype application of (1a) is the diffusive transport in fluids, in which case the primary unknown c denotes the concentration of a solute, d is the diffusion coefficient, and f accounts for generation or degradation of c, e. g., by chemical reactions. Equation (1a) is complemented by the following boundary and initial conditions, ν denoting the outward unit normal: 
Discretization

Notation
Before describing the LDG scheme for (1) we introduce some notation; an overview can be found in the section "Index of notation".
Let T h = {T } be a regular family of non-overlapping partitions of Ω into K closed triangles T of characteristic size h such that Ω = ∪T . For T ∈ T h , let ν T denote the unit normal on ∂T exterior to T . Let E Ω denote the set of interior edges, E ∂Ω the set of boundary edges, and E ≔ E Ω ∪ E ∂Ω = {E} the set of all edges (the subscript h is suppressed here). We subdivide further the boundary edges into Dirichlet E D and Neumann E N edges.
For an interior edge E ∈ E Ω shared by triangles T − and T + , and for x ∈ E, we define the one-sided values of a scalar quantity w = w(x) by
respectively. For a boundary edge E ∈ E ∂Ω , only the definition on the left is meaningful. The one-sided values of a vector-valued quantity y are defined analogously. The average and the jump of w on E are then given by {|w| } ≔ (w − + w + )/2 and w ≔ w
respectively. Note that w is a vector-valued quantity.
Mixed formulation
To formulate an LDG scheme we first introduce an auxiliary vector-valued unknown z ≔ −∇c and re-write (1) in mixed form, also introducing the necessary changes to the boundary conditions:
Variational formulation
Due to the discontinuous nature of DG approximations, we can formulate the variational system of equations on a triangle-by-triangle basis. To do that we multiply both sides of Eqns. (2a), (2b) with smooth test functions y : T → R 2 , w : T → R, correspondingly, and integrate by parts over element T ∈ T h . This gives us 
Semi-discrete formulation
We denote by P p (T ) the space of polynomials of degree at most p on T ∈ T h . Let
denote the broken polynomial space on the triangulation T h . For the semi-discrete formulation, we assume that the coefficient functions (for t ∈ J fixed) are approximated as:
A specific way to compute these approximations will be given in Sec. 3.4; here we only state that it is done using the L 2 -projection into P p (T ), therefore the accuracy improves with increasing polynomial order p. Incorporating the boundary conditions (2c), (2d) and adding penalty terms for the jumps in the primary unknowns, the semi-discrete formulation reads:
2 ×P p (T h ) such that the following holds for t ∈ J and
where η > 0 is a penalty coefficient, and h T − denotes the size of element T − . The penalty terms in (3b) are required to ensure a full rank of the system in the absence of the time derivative [11, Lem. 2.15] . For analysis purposes, the above equations are usually summed over all triangles T ∈ T h . In the implementation that follows, however, it is sufficient to work with local equations.
Thus far, we used an algebraic indexing style. In the remainder we switch to a mixture of algebraic and numerical style: for instance, E kn ∈ ∂T k ∩ E Ω means all possible combinations of element indices k ∈ {1, . . . , K} and local edge indices n ∈ {1, 2, 3} such that E kn lies in ∂T k ∩ E Ω . This implicitly fixes the numerical indices which accordingly can be used to index matrices or arrays.
We use a bracket notation followed by a subscript to index matrices and multidimensional arrays. Thus, for an n-dimensional array X, the symbol [X] i 1 ,...,i n stands for the component of X with index i l in the lth dimension. As in MATLAB / GNU Octave, a colon is used to abbreviate all indices within a single dimension. For example, [X] :,:,i 3 ,...,i n is a two-dimensional array / matrix.
Local basis representation
In contrast to globally continuous basis functions mostly used by the standard finite element method, the DG basis functions have no continuity constraints across the triangle boundaries. Thus a basis function ϕ ki : Ω → R is only supported on triangle T k ∈ T h (i. e., ϕ ki = 0 on Ω T k ) and can be defined arbitrarily while ensuring
where
is the number of local degrees of freedom. Clearly, the number of global degrees of freedom equals KN. Note that N may in general vary from triangle to triangle, but we assume here for simplicity a uniform polynomial degree p for every triangle. Closed-form expressions for basis functions on the reference triangleT (cf. Sec. 3.2) employed in our implementation up to order two are given by:
Note that these functions are orthonormal with respect to the L 2 -scalar product onT . The advantage of this property will become clear in the next sections. The basis functions up to order four are provided in the routine phi and their gradients in gradPhi. Bases of even higher order can be constructed, e. g., with the GramSchmidt algorithm or by using a three-term recursion relation-the latter is unfortunately not trivial to derive in the case of triangles. Note that these so-called modal basis functionsφ i do not posses interpolation properties at nodes unlike Lagrangian / nodal basis functions, which are often used by the continuous finite element or nodal DG methods.
Local solutions for c h and z h can be represented in terms of the local basis:
.
We condense the coefficients associated with unknowns into two-dimensional arrays C(t), 
System of equations
Testing (3a) with
T and (3b) w h = ϕ ki for i ∈ {1, . . . , N} yields a time-dependent system of equations whose contribution from T k (identified with T k − in boundary integrals) reads
where we abbreviated
The first integrals are responsible for entries in the diagonal and off-diagonal blocks of a block matrix R m ∈ R KN×KN that end up in the last row of system (16) . Entries in diagonal blocks are given component-wise by
with
Neumann Edges E N . Consider the Neumann boundary ∂Ω N . Term III of (4a) replaces the average of the primary variable over the edge by the interior value resulting in the block-diagonal matrix
Term VI contributes to the right-hand side of system (5) since it contains given data only. The corresponding vec-
Time discretization
The system (5) is equivalent to
with A(t) as defined in (5) and solution Y(t) ∈ R 3KN , right-hand-side vector V(t) ∈ R 3KN , and matrix W ∈ R 3KN×3KN defined as
We discretize system (16) in time using for simplicity the implicit Euler method (generally, one has to note here that higher order time discretizations such as TVB (total variation bounded) Runge-Kutta methods [19] will be needed in the future for applications to make an efficient use of high order DG space discretizations). Let 0 = t 1 < t 2 < . . . < t end be a not necessarily equidistant decomposition of the time interval J and let ∆t n ≔ t n+1 − t n denote the time step size. One step of our time discretization is formulated as
where we abbreviated A n ≔ A(t n ), etc.
Implementation
We obey the following implementation conventions:
1. Compute every piece of information only once. In particular, this means that stationary parts of the linear system to be solved in a time step should be kept in the memory and not repeatedly assembled and that the evaluation of functions at quadrature points should be carried out only once.
2.
Avoid long for loops. With "long" loops we mean loops that scale with the mesh size, e. g., loops over the triangles T k ∈ T h or edges E k ∈ E Ω . Use vectorization instead.
3. Avoid changing the nonzero pattern of sparse matrices. Assemble global block matrices with the command sparse( , , , , ), kron, or comparable commands.
Furthermore, we try to name variables as close to the theory as possible. Whenever we mention a non-built-in MATLAB / GNU Octave routine they are to be found in Sec. 4.
Grid / triangulation
In Sec. 2, we considered a regular family of triangulations T h that covers a polygonally bounded domain Ω. Here we fix the mesh fineness h and simply write T to denote the grid and also the set of triangles {T }; the set of vertices in T is called V.
Data structures
When writing MATLAB / GNU Octave code it is natural to use list oriented data structures. Therefore, the properties of the grid T are stored in arrays in order to facilitate vectorization, in particular, by using those as index arrays. When we deal with a stationary grid it is very beneficial to precompute those arrays in order to have access to readily usable information in the assembly routines. All lists describing T fall in two categories: "geometric data" containing properties such as the coordinates of vertices a kn ∈ V or the areas of triangles T k ∈ T and "topological data" describing, e. g., the global indices k + , k − of triangles sharing an edge E k − n − . The most important lists are described in Tab. 1. Those and further lists are assembled by means of the routine generateGridData, and are in some cases based on those presented in [20] . All lists are stored in a variable of type struct even though it would be more efficient to use a class (using classdef) instead that inherits from the class handle. However, this object-oriented design strategy would go beyond the scope of this article.
Interfaces to grid generators
The routine generateGridData requires a list of vertex coordinates coordV and an index list V0T (cf. Tab. 1) to generate all further lists for the topological and geometric description of the triangulation. Grid generators are a great tool for the creation of coordV and V0T. Our implementation contains at this point two interfaces to grid generators:
1. The routine domainCircle makes a system call to the free software Gmsh [21] . According to the geometry description of the domain in domainCircle.geo, Gmsh generates the ASCII file domainCircle.mesh containing the grid, from which coordV and V0T can be extracted to call generateGridData. 2. MATLAB's toolbox for partial differential equations also provides a grid generator. The usage is exemplified by the routine domainPolygon which generates a triangulation of a polygonally bounded domain. 3 × 3 (cell) the (n − , n + )th entry of this cell is a sparse K × K array whose (k
global indices of the triangles sharing edge E n in the order dictated by the direction of the global normal on E n (i. e.
#E × 2 global indices of the vertices sharing edge E n ordered according to the global edge orientation (the latter is given by rotating counter-clockwise by π/2 the global edge normal to E n )
V0T
#T × 3 global vertex indices of triangles accounting for the counter-clockwise ordering
#T × 3 × 2 local edge normals ν kn , exterior to T k Additionally, we provide the routine domainSquare, which produces a Friedrichs-Keller triangulation of a square with given mesh size and without employing any grid generators. An example for meshes produced by each routine is shown in Fig. 2 . 
Backtransformation to the reference triangle
The computation of the volume and edge integrals in the discrete system (4) is expensive when performed for each triangle T k of the grid T h . A common practice is to transform the integrals over physical triangles T k to a reference triangleT and then to compute the integrals either by numerical quadrature or analytically. Both approaches are
T k presented in this article. We use the unit reference triangleT as described in Fig. 3 and define for T k ∈ T h an affine one-to-one mapping
Thus any function w :
. The transformation of the gradient is obtained by the chain rule:
where we used the notation∇
on T k . SinceT was explicitly defined, the affine mapping can be expressed explicitly in terms of the vertices a k1 , a k2 , a k3 of T k by
Clearly,∇F k = B k . The inverse mapping to F k is easily computed:
Since all physical triangles have the same orientation as the reference triangle (cf. Fig. 3 
For a function w : Ω → R, we use transformation formula
The transformation rule for an integral over the edge E kn ⊂ T k reads
The rule (19b) is derived as follows: Denote by γ kn :
follows the statement in (19b).
Numerical integration
As an alternative to the symbolic integration functions provided by MATLAB we implemented a quadrature integration functionality for triangle and edge integrals. In addition, this functionality is required to produce L 2 -projections (cf. Sec. 3.4) of all nonlinear functions (initial conditions, right-hand side, etc.) used in the system.
Since we transform all integrals on T k ∈ T h to the reference triangleT (cf. Sec. 3.2), it is sufficient to define the quadrature rules onT (which, of course, can be rewritten to apply for every physical triangle T = F T (T )):
with R quadrature pointsq r ∈T and quadrature weights ω r ∈ R. The order of a quadrature rule is the largest integer s such that (20) is exact for polynomials g ∈ P s (T ). Note that we exclusively rely on quadrature rules with positive weights and quadrature points located strictly in the interior ofT and not on ∂T . The rules used in the implementation are found in the routine quadRule2D. The positions ofq r for some quadrature formulas are illustrated in Fig. 4 . An overview of quadrature rules on triangles is found in the "Encyclopaedia of Cubature Formulas" [22] . For edge integration, we rely on standard Gauss quadrature rules of required order. The integrals in (4) contain integrands that are polynomials of maximum order 3p−1 on triangles and of maximum order 3p on edges. Using quadrature integration one could choose rules that integrate all such terms exactly; however, sufficient accuracy can be achieved with quadrature rules that are exact for polynomials of order 2p on triangles and 2p + 1 on edges (cf. [23] ). 
Approximation of coefficient functions and initial conditions
In Sec. 2.4, we assumed the coefficient functions and initial conditions given in piecewise polynomial spaces,
If we have an algebraic expression for a coefficient, say d, we seek the representation matrix
is an adequate approximation of d(t). A simple way (also used in this work
Choosing w h = ϕ ki for i ∈ {1 . . . , N} and using the affine mapping F k we obtain
where the factor of 2|T k | canceled out. Written in matrix form, this is equivalent tô
with local mass matrix on the reference triangleM ∈ R N×N defined as in (22) . This N × N system of equations can be solved locally for every k ∈ {1, . . . , K}. Approximating the right-hand side by numerical quadrature (20) and transposing the equation yields
. . .
This is the global matrix-valued (transposed) system of equations with unknown D(t) ∈ R K×N and a right-hand side of dimension K × N. The corresponding routine is projectFuncCont2DataDisc.
Computation of the discretization error
The discretization error c h (t) − c(t) L 2 (Ω) at time t ∈ J gives the L 2 -norm of the difference between the discrete solution c h (t) and the analytical solution c(t) with the latter usually specified as an algebraic function. This computation is utilized in the computation of the experimental rate of convergence of the numerical scheme (cf. Sec. 3.9).
As in the previous section we use here the numerical quadrature after transforming the integral term to the reference triangleT . The arising sums are vectorized for reasons of performance. Suppressing the time argument, we have
where the arguments of c, [
. . , K}, r ∈ {1, . . . , R}, can be assembled using a Kronecker product. Somewhat abusing notation we mean by c(X 1 , X 2 ) the K × R matrix with the entry c([
in the kth row and rth column. The above procedure is implemented in the routine computeL2Error.
Assembly
The aim of this section is to transform the terms required to build the block matrices in (5) to the reference triangleT and then to compute those either via numerical quadrature or analytically. The assembly of the block matrices from the local contributions is then performed in vectorized operations.
For the implementation, we need the explicit form for the components of the mappings
and F
From (17) we obtain the component-wise rule for the gradient in x ∈ T k :
In the following, we present the necessary transformation for all blocks of system (5) and name the corresponding MATLAB / GNU Octave routines that can be found in Sec. 4.
Assembly of M
Using the transformation rule (19a) the following holds for the local mass matrix M T k as defined in (6):
whereM ∈ R N×N is the representation of the local mass matrix on the reference triangleT . With (6) we see that the global mass matrix M can be expressed as a Kronecker product of a matrix containing the areas |T k | and the local matrixM:
In the corresponding assembly routine assembleMatElemPhiPhi, the sparse block-diagonal matrix is generated using the command spdiags with the list g.areaT (cf. Tab. 1).
Assembly of H m
The transformation rules (19a) and (21) yield
and
Similar to M, the global matrices H m are assembled by Kronecker products in the routine assembleMatElemDphiPhi.
Assembly of G m
Application of the product rule, (19a), and (21) give us
with a multidimensional arrayĜ ∈ R N×N×N×2 representing the transformed integral on the reference triangleT :
Now we can express the local matrix G 1 T k from (7) as
and analogously G
we can vectorize over all triangles using the Kronecker product as done in the routine assembleMatElemDphiPhiFuncDisc.
Assembly of S
To ease the assembly of S we split the global matrix as given in (10) into a block-diagonal part and a remainder so that S = S diag + S offdiag holds. We first consider the block-diagonal entries of S consisting of sums of local matrices S E kn , cf. (10a) and (8b), respectively. Our first goal is to transform S E kn to a local matrixŜ diag ∈ R N×N×3 that is independent of the physical triangle T k . To this end, we transform the edge integral term E kn ϕ ki ϕ k j to the nth edge of the reference triangleÊ n :
where we used transformation rule (19b) and |γ ′ n (s)| = |Ê n |. The explicit forms of the mappingsγ n : [0, 1] →Ê n can be easily derived:
Thus, we have
,n allowing to define the diagonal blocks of the global matrix S diag using the Kronecker product:
where δ E kn ∈E Ω denotes the Kronecker delta. Next, we consider the off-diagonal blocks of S stored in S offdiag . For an interior edge Fig. 1 ) we obtain analogously:
Since we compute a line integral the integration domain is further restricted to an edgeÊ n − , n − ∈ {1, 2, 3} and its co-domain to an edgeÊ n + , n + ∈ {1, 2, 3}. As a result, this integration can be boiled down to nine possible maps between the sides of the reference triangle expressed aŝ
for an arbitrary index pair {k − , k + } as described above. The closed-form expressions of the nine cases are:
All mapsθ n − n + reverse the edge orientation because an edge shared by triangles T − and T + will always have different orientations when mapped by F k − and F k + ; this occurs due to the counter-clockwise vertex orientation consistently maintained throughout the mesh. We defineŜ
and thus arrive at
The sparsity structure for off-diagonal blocks depends on the numbering of mesh entities and is given for each combination of n − and n + by the list markE0TE0T (cf. Tab. 1). The routine assembleMatEdgePhiPhi assembles the matrices S diag and S offdiag directly into S with a code very similar to the formulation above.
Assembly of Q m
The assembly of Q m from equations (8a), (8c) is analogous to S since both are constructed from the same terms only differing in constant coefficients. Consequently, we can choose the same approach as described in 3.6.4. Again, we split the matrix into diagonal and off-diagonal blocks Q m = Q m,diag + Q m,offdiag and assemble each separately exploiting transformation rule (19b). This allows to write the diagonal blocks as follows:
where "•" is the operator for the Hadamard product. The off-diagonal blocks are assembled as before, using the mappingθ n − n + from (27) . This leads to to a similar representation as for S offdiag :
Once again, we can use a code close to the mathematical formulation to assemble the matrices Q m,diag and Q m,offdiag . This is realized in the routine assembleMatEdgePhiPhiNu. In the implementation, the Hadamard product is replaced by a call to the built-in function bsxfun which applies a certain element-by-element operation (here: @times) to arrays. Since all columns in the second matrix of the product are the same this makes superfluous explicitly creating this matrix and permits the use of a single list of all required values instead.
Assembly of R m
Just as before, we split the block matrices R m from (9a), (9c) into diagonal and off-diagonal parts as
Here, integrals consist of three basis functions due to the diffusion coefficient but still can be transformed in the same way. In diagonal blocks, this takes the form
which can be used to define a common multidimensional arrayR diag ∈ R N×N×N×3 . This allows to re-write the local block matrix from (9b) as
Consequently, the assembly of R m,diag can be formulated as
The off-diagonal entries consist of integrals over triples of basis functions two of which belong to the adjacent triangle T k + , thus making it necessary to apply the mappingθ n − n + from (27) . Once again, this can be written as
with a multidimensional arrayR offdiag ∈ R N×N×N×3×3 whose help allows us to carry out the assembly of R m,offdiag (component-wise given in (9c)) by
The corresponding code is found in assembleMatEdgePhiPhiFuncDiscNu. Again, we make use of the function bsxfun to carry out the Hadamard product; it is used twice, first to apply the row vector as before and then to apply the column vector of the diffusion coefficient. 9a) ), the corresponding assembly routine assembleMatEdgePhiIntPhiIntFuncDiscIntNu consists only of the part of assembleMatEdgePhiPhiFuncDiscNu which is responsible for the assembly of R m,diag . It only differs in a factor and the list of edges, namely all edges in the set E D for which non-zero entries (here given by markE0Tbdr) are generated. 
This integral is then approximated using a 1D quadrature rule (20) on the interval (0, 1)
allowing to vectorize the computation over all triangles and resulting in the routine assembleVecEdgePhiIntFuncContNu. 
Assembly of K
effectively canceling out the edge length. Using a quadrature rule and vectorization, K D is assembled in the routine assembleVecEdgePhiIntFuncCont.
3.6.12. Assembly of K N In the integral terms of K N an additional basis function from the diffusion coefficient appears. As before, the integrals are transformed using transformation rules (19b), (26) and a 1D quadrature rule (20) :
Once again, using vectorization over all triangles the assembly routine is assembleVecEdgePhiIntFuncDiscIntFuncCont.
Linear solver
After assembling all blocks as described in the previous section and assembling system (16) for time step t n+1 , a linear system has to be solved to yield the solution Y n+1 . For that we employ MATLAB / GNU Octave's mldivide.
Computational performance
As noted at the beginning of Sec. 3, we obey a few implementation conventions to improve the computational performance of our code, including the paradigm to avoid re-computation of already existing values. First of all, this boils down to reassembling only those linear system blocks of (5) that are time-dependent.
Secondly, these assembly routines involve repeated evaluations of the basis functions at the quadrature points of the reference triangle. As stated in Sec. 3 
Estimated memory usage
Two resources limit the problem sizes that can be solved: computational time and available memory. The first one is a 'soft' limit-in contrast to exceeding the amount of available memory which will cause the computation to fail. Hence, we will give an approximate estimate of the memory requirements of the presented code to allow gauging the problem sizes and polynomial orders one can compute with the hardware at hand.
Grid data structures.
The size of the grid data structures depends on the number of mesh entities. To give a rough estimate, we will assume certain simplifications: Each triangle has three incident edges and each edge (disregarding boundary edges) has two incident triangles, hence it holds 3 #T ≈ 2 #E. Additionally, the number of vertices is usually less than the number of triangles, i. e., #V #T . Using those assumptions, the memory requirement of the grid data structures (cf. Tab. 1 plus additional lists not shown there) amounts to ≈ 89 #T · 8 Bytes.
Degrees of freedom. The memory requirements for system (16) largely depend on the sparsity structure of the matrix which varies with the numbering of the mesh entities, the number of boundary edges, etc. In MATLAB / GNU Octave, the memory requirements for a sparse matrix A ∈ R n×n on a 64-bit machine can be approximated by 16·nnz(A)+8·n+8 Bytes, with nnz(A) being the number of non-zero entries in A. Coefficients, like C k j , D kl , F kl , k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, j, l ∈ {1, . . . , N}, and the right-hand side entries J m D , K D , K N , L are stored in full vectors, each of which requires KN ·8 Bytes. The blocks of the system matrices A(t) and W can be divided into two groups: (i) blocks built from element-wise integrations and (ii) blocks built from edge contributions. For the first case we showed in Sec. 2.4.3 that these have a block diagonal structure due to the local support of the basis functions. Consequently, each contains K blocks of size N × N with nonzero entries. Blocks from edge integrals also have block diagonal entries but additionally for each of the three edges of an element two nonzero blocks exist. We neglect the blocks for boundary edges here (i. e., Q N , R D , S D ), since these hold only entries for edges that are not contained in the interior edge blocks.
Before solving for the next time step, these blocks are assembled into the system matrices and the right-hand side vector, effectively doubling the memory requirement. Combining these estimates, this sums to a memory requirement of ≈ (27KN + 82KN 2 ) · 8 Bytes. Compared to (18(KN) 2 + 9KN) · 8 Bytes alone for the assembled system, when using full matrices, this is still a reasonable number and emphasizes once more the need for sparse data structures.
Total memory usage. Note that all these values are highly dependent on the connectivity graph of the mesh and additional overhead introduced by MATLAB / GNU Octave (e. g., for GUI, interpreter, cell-data structures, temporary storage of built-in routines, etc.). Other blocks, e. g., blocks on the reference element, likeM, counters, helper variables, lookup tables for the basis functions, etc., don't scale with the mesh size and are left out of these estimates. Hence, the numbers given here should be understood as a lower bound. Combining the partial results for the memory usage, we obtain the total amount of ≈ (90 + 43N + 68N
2 )K · 8 Bytes. This means, computing with quadratic basis functions on a grid of 10 000 triangles requires at least 214 MBytes of memory and should therefore be possible on any current machine. However, computing with a grid of half a million elements and polynomials of order 4 requires more than 60 GBytes of memory requiring a high-end workstation.
Computation time
An extensive performance model for our implementation of the DG method exceeds the scope of this publication. Instead we name the most time consuming parts of our implementation and give an insight about computation times to be expected on current hardware for different problem sizes and approximation orders.
MATLAB's profiler is a handy tool to investigate the runtime distribution within a program. We profiled a timedependent problem on a grid with 872 triangles and 100 time steps on an Intel Core i7-860 CPU (4 cores, 8 threads) with 8 GBytes of RAM and MATLAB R2014a (8.3.0.532). For low and moderate polynomial orders (p = 0, 1, 2) the largest time share (50 -70 %) was spent in the routine assembleMatEdgePhiPhiFuncDiscNu which assembles the contributions of the edge integrals in term VI in (4b). Due to the presence of the time-dependent diffusion coefficient it has to be executed in every timestep, and most of its time is spent in the functions bsxfun(@times,...) (applies the Hadamard product) and kron (performs the assembly). The second most expensive part is then the solver itself, for which we employ mldivide. When going to higher polynomial orders (p ≥ 3) this part even becomes the most expensive one, simply due to the larger number of degrees of freedom. In such cases the routine assembleMatElemDphiPhiFuncDisc also takes a share worth mentioning (up to 15 %), which again assembles a time-dependent block due to the diffusion coefficient. Any other part takes up less than 5 % of the total computation time. Although our code is not parallelized, MATLAB's built-in routines (in particular, mldivide and bsxfun) make extensive use of multithreading. Hence, these results are machine dependent and, especially on machines with a different number of cores, the runtime distribution might be different.
For a sufficiently large number of time steps one can disregard the execution time of the initial computations (generation of grid data, computation of basis function lookup tables and reference element blocks, etc.); then the total runtime scales linearly with the number of time steps. Therefore, we investigate the runtime behavior of the stationary test case as described in Sec. 3.9 and plot the computation times against the number of local degrees of freedom N and the grid size in Fig. 5 . This shows that the computation time increases with N but primarily depends on the number of elements K. We also observe that doubling the number of elements increases the computation time by more than a factor of two which is related to the fact that some steps of the algorithm (e. g., the linear solver) have a complexity that does not depend linearly on the number of degrees of freedom. Computation time for different polynomial orders Computation time for different grid sizes 
Code verification
The code is verified by showing that the numerically estimated orders of convergences match the analytically predicted ones for prescribed smooth solutions. Since the spatial discretization is more complex than the time discretization by far, we restrict ourselves to the stationary version of (2) in this section.
We choose the exact solution c(x) ≔ cos(7x 1 ) cos(7x 2 ) and the diffusion coefficient d(x) ≔ exp(x 1 + x 2 ) on the domain Ω ≔ (0, 1) 2 with Neumann boundaries at x 2 = 0, 1 and Dirichlet boundaries elsewhere. The data c D , g N , and f are derived algebraically by inserting c and d into (2) . We then compute the solution c h j for a sequence of increasingly finer meshes with element sizes h j , where the coarsest grid T h 0 covering Ω is an irregular grid, and each finer grid is obtained by regular refinement of its predecessor. The discretization errors are computed according to Sec. 3.5 , and Tab. 2 contains the results demonstrating the (minimum) order of convergence α in h estimated by 
Visualization
In order to get a deeper insight into the data associated with a grid T h or with a discrete variable from P p (T h ), we provide the routines visualizeGrid and visualizeDataLagr, respectively (see Sec. 4 for documentation). Since our code accepts arbitrary basis functions, in particular the modal basis functions of Sec. 2.4.1, we have to sample those at the Lagrangian points on each triangle (i. e. the barycenter of T for P 0 (T ), the vertices of T for P 1 (T ) and the vertices and edge barycenters for P 2 (T )). This mapping from the DG to the Lagrangian basis is realized in projectDataDisc2DataLagr. The representation of a discrete quantity in the latter basis which is as the DG representation a K × N matrix, is then used to generate a VTK-file [24] . These can be visualized and post-processed, e. g., by Paraview [25] . Unfortunately, the current version 4.2.0 does not visualize quadratic functions as such but instead uses piecewise linear approximations consisting of four pieces per element.
As an example, the following code generates a grid with two triangles and visualizes it using visualizeGrid; then a quadratic, discontinuous function is projected into the DG space for p ∈ {0, 1, 2} and written to VTK-files using visualizeDataLagr. The resulting outputs are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . 
Register of Routines
We list here all routines of our implementation in alphabetic order. For the reason of compactness, we waive the check for correct function arguments, e. g., by means of routines as assert. However, it is strongly recommended to catch exceptions if the code is to be extended. The argument g is always a struct representing the triangulation T h (cf. Sec. 3.1), the argument N is always the number of local basis functions N. A script that demonstrates the application of the presented routines is given in main.m. ret = assembleMatEdgePhiIntPhiIntFuncDiscIntNu(g, markE0Tbdr, refEdgePhiIntPhiIntPhiInt, dataDisc) assembles the matrices R m D , m ∈ {1, 2} according to Sec. 3.6.7. It is essentially the same routine as the diagonal part of assembleMatEdgePhiPhiFuncDiscNu but carried out only for the Dirichlet boundary edges marked by markE0Tbdr.
function ret = a s s e m b l e M a t E d g e P h i I n t P h i I n t F u n c D i s c I n t N u(g , markE0Tbdr , r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h iI nt P hi In t , ֒→dataDisc ) [K , N ] = size ( dataDisc ) ; ret = cell (2 , 1) ; ret {1} = sparse ( K *N , K * N ) ; ret {2} = sparse ( K *N , K * N ) ; for n = 1 : 3 RDkn = m a r k E 0 T b d r(: , n ) .* g . areaE0T (: , n ) ; for l = 1 : N ret {1} = ret {1} + kron ( spdiags ( RDkn .* g . nuE0T (: ,n ,1) .* dataDisc (: , l ) ,0 ,K , K ) , r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h i I n t P h i I n t ֒→(: ,: ,l , n ) ) ; ret {2} = ret {2} + kron ( spdiags ( RDkn .* g . nuE0T (: ,n ,2) .* dataDisc (: , l ) ,0 ,K , K ) , r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h i I n t P h i I n t ֒→(: ,: ,l , n ) ) ; end end % for end % f u n c t i o n ret = assembleMatEdgePhiIntPhiInt(g, markE0Tbdr, refEdgePhiIntPhiInt) assembles the matrix S D according to Sec. 3.6.8. It is similar to the diagonal part of assembleMatEdgePhiPhi but carried out for Dirichlet boundary edges, which are marked in markE0Tbdr.
function ret = a s s e m b l e M a t E d g e P h i I n t P h i I n t(g , markE0Tbdr , r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h i I n t) K = g . numT ; N = size ( r e f E d g e P h i I n tP hi In t , 1) ; ret = sparse ( K *N , K * N ) ; for n = 1 : 3 ret = ret + kron ( spdiags ( m a r k E 0 T b d r(: , n ) ,0 ,K , K ) , r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h i I n t(: ,: ,n ) ) ; end % for end % f u n c t i o n ret = assembleMatEdgePhiIntPhiIntNu(g, markE0Tbdr, refEdgePhiIntPhiInt) assembles the matrices Q m N , m ∈ {1, 2} according to Sec. 3.6.9. It is essentially the same routine as the diagonal part of assembleMatEdgePhiPhiNu, only with markE0Tbdr marking the Neumann boundary edges instead of interior edges.
function ret = a s s e m b l e M a t E d g e P h i I n t P h i I n t N u(g , markE0Tbdr , r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h i I n t) K = g . numT ; N = size ( r e f E d g e P h i I n tP hi In t , 1) ; ret = cell (2 , 1) ; ret {1} = sparse ( K *N , K * N ) ; ret {2} = sparse ( K *N , K * N ) ; for n = 1 : 3 QNkn = m a r k E 0 T b d r(: , n ) .* g . areaE0T (: , n ) ; ret {1} = ret {1} + kron ( spdiags ( QNkn .* g . nuE0T (: ,n ,1) , 0 ,K , K ) , r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h i I n t(: ,: ,n ) ) ; ret {2} = ret {2} + kron ( spdiags ( QNkn .* g . nuE0T (: ,n ,2) , 0 ,K , K ) , r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h i I n t(: ,: ,n ) ) ; end % for end % f u n c t i o n ret = assembleMatEdgePhiPhi(g, markE0Tint, refEdgePhiIntPhiInt, refEdgePhiIntPhiExt) assembles a matrix containing integrals over interior edges of products of two basis functions. This corresponds to the matrix S according to Sec. 3.6.4. The arguments are the same as for assembleMatEdgePhiPhiNu.
function ret = a s s e m b l e M a t E d g e P h i P h i(g , markE0Tint , r e f E d g e P h i I nt Ph iI nt , r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h i E x t) K = g . numT ; N = size ( r e f E d g e P h i I n tP hi In t , 1) ; ret = sparse ( K *N , K * N ) ; for n = 1 : 3 ret = ret + kron ( spdiags ( m a r k E 0 T i n t(: , n ) ,0 ,K , K ) , r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h i I n t(: ,: ,n ) ) ; end % for for nn = 1 : 3 for np = 1 : 3 ret = ret -kron ( g . m a r k E 0 T E 0 T{ nn , np } , r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h i E x t(: ,: ,nn , np ) ) ; end % for end % for end % f u n c t i o n ret = assembleMatEdgePhiPhiFuncDiscNu(g, markE0Tint, refEdgePhiIntPhiIntPhiInt, ֒→refEdgePhiIntPhiExtPhiExt, dataDisc) assembles two matrices containing integrals over interior edges of products of two basis functions with a discontinuous coefficient function and with a component of the edge normal.
They are returned in a 2 × 1 cell variable.
This corresponds to the matrices R m , m ∈ {1, 2} according to Sec. 3.6.6.
The input arguments refEdgePhiIntPhiIntPhiInt and refEdgePhiIntPhiExtPhiExt store the local matricesR m,diag andR m,offdiag as defined in (29) and (30), respectively. They can be computed by integrateRefEdgePhiIntPhiIntPhiInt and integrateRefEdgePhiIntPhiExtPhiExt. Each triangle's interior edges are marked in markE0Tint as in assembleMatEdgePhiPhiNu. A representation of the diffusion coefficient in the polynomial space is stored in dataDisc and can be computed by projectFuncCont2DataDisc. The Hadamard product is carried out by bsxfun(@times,...). Note the transposed application of D kl (t) in the second part of the routine as a result of the diffusion coefficient being taken from the neighboring triangle T k + .
function ret = a s s e m b l e M a t E d g e P h i P h i F u n c D i s c N u(g , markE0Tint , r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h i In t Ph iI n t , ֒→r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h iE x tP hi Ex t , dataDisc ) [K , N ] = size ( dataDisc ) ; ret = cell (2 , 1) ; ret {1} = sparse ( K *N , K * N ) ; ret {2} = sparse ( K *N , K * N ) ; for nn = 1 : 3 Rkn = 0.5 * g . areaE0T (: , nn ) ; for np = 1 : 3 m a r k E 0 T E 0 T t i m e s R k n 1 = bsxfun ( @times , g . m a r k E 0 T E 0 T{ nn , np } , Rkn .* g . nuE0T (: , nn ,1) ) ; m a r k E 0 T E 0 T t i m e s R k n 2 = bsxfun ( @times , g . m a r k E 0 T E 0 T{ nn , np } , Rkn .* g . nuE0T (: , nn ,2) ) ; for l = 1 : N ret {1} = ret {1} + kron ( bsxfun ( @times , m a r k E 0 T E 0 T t i me sR kn 1 , dataDisc (: , l ) . ') , ֒→r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h i E x t P h i E x t (: ,: ,l , nn , np ) ) ; ret {2} = ret {2} + kron ( bsxfun ( @times , m a r k E 0 T E 0 T t i me sR kn 2 , dataDisc (: , l ) . ') , ֒→r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h i E x t P h i E x t (: ,: ,l , nn , np ) ) ; end % for end % for Rkn = Rkn .* m a r k E 0 T i n t(: , nn ) ; for l = 1 : N ret {1} = ret {1} + kron ( spdiags ( Rkn .* g . nuE0T (: , nn ,1) .* dataDisc (: , l ) ,0 ,K , K ) , r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h i I n t P h i I n t ֒→(: ,: ,l , nn ) ) ; ret {2} = ret {2} + kron ( spdiags ( Rkn .* g . nuE0T (: , nn ,1) .* dataDisc (: , l ) ,0 ,K , K ) , r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h i I n t P h i I n t ֒→(: ,: ,l , nn ) ) ; end % for end % for end % f u n c t i o n ret = assembleMatEdgePhiPhiNu(g, markE0Tint, refEdgePhiIntPhiInt, refElemPhiIntPhiExt) assembles two matrices containing integrals over interior edges of products of two basis functions with a component of the edge normal. They are returned in a 2 × 1 cell variable. This corresponds to the matrices Q m , m ∈ {1, 2} according to Sec. 3.6.5. The input arguments refEdgePhiIntPhiInt and refElemPhiIntPhiExt store the local matricesQ m,diag =Ŝ diag andQ m,offdiag =Ŝ offdiag as given in (25) and (28), respectively. They can be computed by integrateRefEdgePhiIntPhiInt and integrateRefEdgePhiIntPhiExt. Similarly to assembleVecEdgePhiIntFuncContNu, the argument markE0Tint is a K × 3 logical array that marks each triangle's interior edges. Note the use of bsxfun(@times,...) to carry out the Hadamard product without building the full coefficient matrix.
function ret = a s s e m b l e M a t E d g e P h i P h i N u(g , markE0Tint , r e f E d g e P h i I nt Ph iI nt , r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h i E x t) K = g . numT ; N = size ( r e f E d g e P h i I n tP hi In t , 1) ; ret = cell (2 , 1) ; ret {1} = sparse ( K *N , K * N ) ; ret {2} = sparse ( K *N , K * N ) ; for nn = 1 : 3 Qkn = 0.5 * g . areaE0T (: , nn ) ; for np = 1 : 3 ret {1} = ret {1} + ... kron ( bsxfun ( @times , g . m a r k E 0 T E 0 T{ nn , np } , Qkn .* g . nuE0T (: , nn ,1) ) , r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h i E x t(: ,: ,nn , np ) ) ; ret {2} = ret {2} + ... kron ( bsxfun ( @times , g . m a r k E 0 T E 0 T{ nn , np } , Qkn .* g . nuE0T (: , nn ,2) ) , r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h i E x t(: ,: ,nn , np ) ) ; end % for Qkn = m a r k E 0 T i n t(: , nn ) .* Qkn ; ret {1} = ret {1} + kron ( spdiags ( Qkn .* g . nuE0T (: , nn ,1) , 0 ,K , K ) , r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h i I n t(: ,: , nn ) ) ; ret {2} = ret {2} + kron ( spdiags ( Qkn .* g . nuE0T (: , nn ,2) , 0 ,K , K ) , r e f E d g e P h i I n t P h i I n t(: ,: , nn ) ) ; end % for end % f u n c t i o n ret = assembleMatElemDphiPhi(g, refElemDphiPhi) assembles two matrices, each containing integrals of products of a basis function with a (spatial) derivative of a basis function. The matrices are returned in a 2 × 1 cell variable. This corresponds to the matrices H m , m ∈ {1, 2} according to Sec. 3.6.2. The input argument refElemDphiPhi stores the local matricesĤ as defined in (23) ,1) , 0 , K , K ) , r e f E l e m D p h i P h i(: ,: ,2) ) ; end % f u n c t i o n ret = assembleMatElemDphiPhiFuncDisc(g, refElemDphiPhiPhi, dataDisc) assembles two matrices, each containing integrals of products of a basis function with a (spatial) derivative of a basis function and with a discontinuous coefficient function whose coefficients are specified in dataDisc. The matrices are returned in a 2 × 1 cell variable. This corresponds to the matrices G m , m ∈ {1, 2} according to Sec. 3.6.3. The input argument refElemDphiPhiPhi stores the local matricesĜ (multidimensional array) as defined in (24) and can be computed by integrateRefElemDphiPhiPhi. The coefficients of the projection of the algebraic diffusion coefficient d into the broken polynomial space are stored in the input argument dataDisc as explained in Sec. 3.4 and can be computed by projectFuncCont2dataDisc. : ,l ,1) ) ... + kron ( spdiags ( dataDisc (: , l ) .* g . B (: ,1 ,1) , 0 ,K , K ) , r e f E l e m D p h i P h i P h i(: ,: ,l ,2) ) ; end % for end % f u n c t i o n ret = assembleMatElemPhiPhi(g, hatM) assembles a matrix containing integrals of products of two basis functions, which corresponds to the global mass matrix M according to Sec. 3.6.1. The input argument hatM stores the local matricesM as defined in (22) and can be computed by integrateRefElemPhiPhi.
function ret = a s s e m b l e M a t E l e m P h i P h i(g , r e f E l e m P h i P h i) K = g . numT ; ret = 2* kron ( spdiags ( g . areaT , 0 , K , K ) , r e f E l e m P h i P h i) ; end % f u n c t i o n 24 ret = assembleVecEdgePhiIntFuncCont(g, markE0Tbdr, funcCont, N) assembles a vector containing integrals of products of a basis function with a continuous function. This corresponds to the contributions of Dirichlet boundaries K D to the right-hand side of (4b) according to Sec. 3.6.11. Input arguments markE0Tbdr and funcCont are as described in assembleVecEdgePhiIntFuncContNu.
function ret = a s s e m b l e V e c E d g e P h i I n t F u n c C o n t (g , markE0Tbdr , funcCont , N .* integral ; end % for end % for ret {1} = reshape ( ret {1} ' , K *N ,1) ; ret {2} = reshape ( ret {2} ' , K *N ,1) ; end % f u n c t i o n ret = assembleVecEdgePhiIntFuncDiscIntFuncCont(g, markE0Tbdr, dataDisc, funcCont) assembles a vector containing integrals of products of a basis function with a discontinuous coefficient fundtion and with a continuous function. This corresponds to the contributions of Neumann boundaries K N to the right-hand side of (4b) according to Sec. 3.6.12. The input argument markE0Tbdr is described in assembleVecEdgePhiIntFuncContNu, dataDisc is the representation of the diffusion coefficient in the polynomial space (cf. projectFuncCont2DataDisc), and funcCont is a function_handle for the algebraic representation of g N (cf. main.m).
function ret = a s s e m b l e V e c E d g e P h i I n t F u n c D i s c I n t F u n c C o n t(g , markE0Tbdr , dataDisc , funcCont ) global gPhi1D [21] . A system call to Gmsh generates the ASCII file domainCircle.mesh based on geometry information of the domain Ω stored in domainCircle.geo. The basic grid data is extracted from domainCircle.mesh to call the routine generateGridData (cf. Sec. 3.1) and to set the boundary IDs (from 1 to 4). end % while fclose ( fid ) ; % % G e n e r a t e lists and set b o u n d a r y IDs . g = g e n e r a t e G r i d D a t a( coordV , V0T ) ; g . idE = zeros ( g . numE , 1) ; g . idE ( g . V2E ( sub2ind ([ g . numV , g . numV ] , V0Ebdry (: ,1) , V0Ebdry (: ,2) ) ) ) = idEbdry ; g . idE0T = g . idE ( g . E0T ) ; % local edge IDs end % f u n c t i o n domainCircle.geo Geometry description of a circle with center (0, 0) and radius 0.5 serving as input for the grid generator Gmsh [21] which is called by the routine domainCircle. % name space [p , e , t ] = initmesh ( decsg ( gd , sf , ns ) , ' Hmax ' , h ) ; g = g e n e r a t e G r i d D a t a(p ' , t (1:3 , :) ') ; g . idE = zeros ( g . numE , 1) ; g . idE ( g . V2E ( sub2ind ( size ( g . V2E ) ,e (1 ,:) ,e (2 ,:) ) ) ) = e (5 ,:) ; g . idE0T = g . idE ( g . E0T ) ; % local edge IDs end % f u n c t i o n g = domainSquare(h) Friedrichs-Keller triangulation on the unit square. The input argument h specifies the upper bound for the heights of the triangles (not for the diameters). The output variable g representing the triangulation T h is of type struct according to Sec. 3. +(60+( -120+60* X1 ) .* X1 +( -180+180* X1 +140* X2 ) .* X2 ) .* X2 ) ; end case 2 switch i case 1 , ret = zeros ( size ( X1 ) ) ; case 2 , ret = zeros ( size ( X1 ) ) ; case 3 , ret = -4* sqrt (3) * ones ( size ( X1 ) ) ; case 4 , ret = zeros ( size ( X1 ) ) ; case 5 , ret = 2* sqrt (3) *( -15* X2 + 6) ; case 6 , ret = 6* sqrt (5) *(4* X1 + 3* X2 -2) ; case 7 , ret = zeros ( size ( X1 ) ) ; case 8 , ret = 2* sqrt (6) *(2+( -24+42* X1 ) .* X1 ) ; case 9 , ret = 2* sqrt (10) *(6+( -48+42* X1 ) .* X1 +( -12+84* X1 ) .* X2 ) ; case 10 , ret = 2* sqrt (14) *(12+( -24+12* X1 ) .* X1 +( -60+60* X1 +60* X2 ) .* X2 ) ; case 11 , ret = zeros ( size ( X1 ) ) ; case 12 , ret = sqrt (30) *( -2+(42+( -168+168* X1 ) .* X1 ) .* X1 ) ; case 13 , ret = 5* sqrt (2) *( -6+(102+( -312+216* X1 ) .* X1 ) .* X1 ... +(12+( -192+432* X1 ) .* X1 ) .* X2 ) ; case 14 , ret = sqrt (70) *( -12+(132+( -228+108* X1 ) .* X1 ) .* X1 ... +(60+( -600+540* X1 ) .* X1 +( -60+540* X1 ) .* X2 ) .* X2 ) ; case 15 , ret = 3* sqrt (10) *( -20+(60+( -60+20* X1 ) .* X1 ) .* X1 ... +(180+( -360+180* X1 ) .* X1 +( -420+420* X1 +280* X2 ) .* X2 ) .* X2 ) ; end % s w i t c h end % s w i t c h end % f u n c t i o n ret = integrateRefEdgePhiIntPhiExt(N) computes a multidimensional array of integrals over the edges of the reference triangleT , whose integrands consist of all permutations of two basis functions of which one belongs to a neighboring element that is transformed usingθ (see (27) ). This corresponds to the local matrixŜ offdiag as given in (28) .
function ret = i n t e g r a t e R e f E d g e P h i I n t P h i E x t( N ) global gPhi1D g T h e t a P h i ( -22+(105+( -168+84* X1 ) .* X1 ) .* X1 ) .* X1 +( -2+(42+( -168+168* X1 ) .* X1 ) .* X1 ) .* X2 ) ; case 13 , ret = 5* sqrt (2) *(1+( -18+(69+( -88+36* X1 ) .* X1 ) .* X1 ) .* X1 +( -6+(102+( -312+216* X1 ) .* X1 ) .* X1 ... +(6+( -96+216* X1 ) .* X1 ) .* X2 ) .* X2 ) ; case 14 , ret = sqrt (70) *(1+( -12+(30+( -28+9* X1 ) .* X1 ) .* X1 ) .* X1 +( -12+(132+( -228+108* X1 ) .* X1 ) .* X1 ... +(30+( -300+270* X1 ) .* X1 +( -20+180* X1 ) .* X2 ) .* X2 ) .* X2 ) ; case 15 , ret = 3* sqrt (10) *(1+ ( -4+(6+( -4+ X1 ) .* X1 ) .* X1 ) .* X1 +( -20+(60+( -60+20* X1 ) .* X1 ) .* X1 ... +(90+( -180+90* X1 ) .* X1 +( -140+140* X1 +70* X2 ) .* X2 ) .* X2 ) .* X2 ) ; end % s w i t c h end % f u n c t i o n dataLagr = projectDataDisc2DataLagr(dataDisc) converts the representation matrix in the DG / modal basis to the respective representation matrix in a Lagrange / nodal basis, both of size K × N for p ∈ {0, 1, 2} (cf. Sec. 3.10). For p > 2 the output argument has the size K × 6 as visualizeDataLagr can visualize up to elementwise quadratics only. In this routine, the local basis functionsφ i are sampled at the Lagrange nodes on the reference triangleT , whosex 1 andx 2 coordinates are stored in the variables L1 and L2. nates Q1 and Q2, respectively, and the associated weights Q (cf. Sec. 3.3). The quadrature rule is exact for polynomials of order qOrd (cf. [26] for orders 1, 2, 5, [27] for order 3, and [28] for order 4, 6) . If qOrd is greater than 6, we call the third party function triquad [29] that uses Gaussian quadrature points on a square which is collapsed to a triangle. The area 1/2 of the reference triangleT is incorporated in the weights such that the integral over one is 1/2. [XP1, XP2] = theta(nn, np, X1, X2) returns the mapped points from n − th edge to the n + th edge of the reference triangleT , cf. (27) . function [ XP1 , XP2 ] = theta ( nn , np , X1 , X2 ) switch nn case 1 switch np case 1 , XP1 = 1 -X1 ; XP2 = 1 -X2 ; case 2 , XP1 = zeros ( size ( X1 ) ) ; XP2 = X2 ; case 3 , XP1 = X1 ; XP2 = zeros ( size ( X1 ) ) ; end % s w i t c h case 2 switch np case 1 , XP1 = 1 -X2 ; XP2 = X2 ; case 2 , XP1 = zeros ( size ( X1 ) ) ; XP2 = 1 -X2 ; case 3 , XP1 = X2 ; XP2 = zeros ( size ( X1 ) ) ; end % s w i t c h case 3 switch np case 1 , XP1 = X1 ; XP2 = 1 -X1 ; case 2 , XP1 = zeros ( size ( X1 ) ) ; XP2 = X1 ; case 3 , XP1 = 1 -X1 ; XP2 = zeros ( size ( X1 ) ) ; end % s w i t c h end % s w i t c h end % f u n c t i o n visualizeDataLagr(g, dataLagr, varName, fileName, tLvl) writes a .vtu file for the visualization of a discrete quantity in P p (T h ), p ∈ {0, 1, 2} defined on the triangulation g according to generateGridData. The name of the generated file is fileName.tLvl.vtu, where tLvl stands for time level. The name of the quantity within the file is specified by varName. The argument dataLagr should be a list of dimension K × N containing the Lagragian representation of the quantity. The kth row of dataLagr has to hold the value on T k for P 0 (T h ), the values on the vertices of T k for P 1 (T h ), and the values on the vertices and on the edge barycenters of T k for P 2 (T h ). Note that we treat functions of P 0 (T h ) as if they were in P 1 (T h ) as we assign the constant value on T k to the vertices a k1 , a k2 , a k3 .
An alternative was using CellData instead of PointData. A usage example is found in Sec. 3.10. < Points >\ n ') ; fprintf ( file , ' < D a t a A r r a y type =" Float32 " N u m b e r O f C o m p o n e n t s ="3" format =" ascii " >\ n ') ; fprintf ( file , ' %.3 e %.3 e %.3 e \ n ' , [ P1 , P2 , zeros ( numP *K , 1) ] ') ; fprintf ( file , ' </ DataArray >\ n ') ; fprintf ( file , ' </ Points >\ n ') ; fprintf ( file , ' < Cells >\ n ') ; fprintf ( file , ' < D a t a A r r a y type =" Int32 " Name =" c o n n e c t i v i t y" format =" ascii " >\ n ') ; fprintf ( file , ' ') ; fprintf ( file , '% d ' , 0: K * numP -1) ; fprintf ( file , '\ n </ DataArray >\ n ') ; fprintf ( file , ' < D a t a A r r a y type =" Int32 " Name =" offsets " format =" ascii " >\ n ') ; fprintf ( file , ' % d \ n ' , numP : numP : numP * K ) ; fprintf ( file , ' </ DataArray >\ n ') ; fprintf ( file , ' < D a t a A r r a y type =" UInt8 " Name =" types " format =" ascii " >\ n ') ; fprintf ( file , ' % d \ n ' , id * ones (K , 1) ) ; fprintf ( file , ' </ DataArray >\ n ') ; fprintf ( file , ' </ Cells >\ n ') ; % % Data . switch N case 1 % l o c a l l y c o n s t a n t
